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MGallery with Milan class
The MGallery Collection has added two new addresses in Milan, Italy. This brand is pushing ahead with its growth drive across
the Alps and these two hotels are steeped in atmospheres combining Italy’s hallmark design and tradition.
MGallery now counts 9 hotels in its Italian collection of prominent landmarks. And la dolce vita is ubiquitous at these two addresses, the
Uptown Palace and Grand Visconti Palace.
A skyscraper hotel with a 360° view over Milan
Fashion and design capital Milan is now home to the Uptown Palace, an urban-chic hotel in a handsome high-riser. It is in the world-famous
fashion district, and its 158 rooms are brimming with distinctive class featuring a blend of traditional and contemporary Italian furniture.

This hotel also has a presidential suite on the top floor with an unrivalled panoramic view over the cathedral and Milan’s rooftops.
Epicureans will enjoy the Uptown restaurant’s traditional Lombard cuisine by bold and creative young chef Carlo Ontano.
Over the next few months, this hotel will also include a spa for guest relaxation and wellness, featuring Turkish baths, a Jacuzzi, massages
and beauty care services.
Grand Visconti Palace: an emblem of Milan’s past and present
The Grand Visconti Palace strikes the perfect balance between a historical building’s yesteryear charm and the comfort you expect in a
modern hotel. In the 1920s, the 2,500 sqm courtyard housed Mulino Verga, a flour mill. Today, it is the magnificent garden in the centre of
the hotel that most of the 172 rooms look out onto.

The 120-sqm Tower Suite is a 3-level shrine to serenity with a private elevator and staircase, and a memorable view over Milan’s rooftops.
th
The Al V Piano restaurant on the 5 floor is a door to wining and dining journey through Italian flavors that will elate aficionados’ taste-buds.
This hotel also features a Health Club with a 120-sqm indoor pool overlooking the park, and a conference centre with 14 meeting rooms
including one for up to 300 people.
Guests who appreciate la dolce vita will love these new MGallery addresses.
Book a stay on Accorhotels:
Uptown Palace
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Grand Visconti Palace
To know more about MGallery
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